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Bamboo, one of the most sustainable building materials we know today. Though, the market seems to be sceptical about its use for construc-
tive elements. This might be explained by the fact that some structural standards still have to be proven. On the other hand cabinetmakers 
have already adopted (laminated) bamboo as a valuable material to make their products. These issues mainly apply to Western countries, 
whereas Eastern countries take a fundamental different approach. Bamboo is what they know as a material to make temporary structures 
or as a material for the poor, known as the ‘poor men’s timber’. Regarded as poor in the sense of poor quality on the one hand and affordable 
for the poor on the other. So, for bamboo to be accepted in Western countries we need to clarify technical data and comply with structural 
standards. In Eastern countries the challenge is to make people invent bamboo as a structural building material. 

As the history of laminated bamboo lumber traces back only 10-15 years, developments are still going on. Laminated lumber is known to 
make use of different layers of wood, glued and pressed together. The same principals have been applied to bamboo, which turned out to be 
a more labour intensive process regarding the assemblage of a multiplicity of strips. Therefore bamboo, the grass, has difficulties to compete 
against comparable ‘wooden’ products. A future task will be to simplify the current production process in order to intensify sales. Moreover 
we need to come up with a solution to replace adhesives and make ‘all-bamboo’ materials. 

Focussing on the Indonesian kampung this paper will discuss on feasibility as well. Why should we use bamboo as a building material for 
kampung housing specifically? What kind of operational or business model would you need to introduce laminated bamboo? And how do 
you involve communities in the production process? Questions to be asked in order to investigate if bamboo has a future within the kampung. 

Next to the technical or material research on bamboo there will be elaboration on its use to produce housing, especially ‘micro’ housing. 
Kampung environments require maximized usable space on a minimized footprint, a microenvironment. Merging functions, transformability 
and flexibility will be relevant topics in this field. 

In relation to the concept of a ‘public workshop’, which will be discussed as a business model, the idea of prefab housing will be connected as 
a line of inquiry. How to facilitate rigid houses for kampung residents having them involved in the construction process? Prefab housing will 
be assessed as a method to improve housing quality, continuing into production efficiency improvement. 

Coen Kampinga, Delft 2015
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Figure 1 Bamboo pavilion concept (own illustration)
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
As the kampung becomes a place for self-building, houses will be poorly constructed 
resulting in low lifetime. In order to increase craftsmanship workshops should be facil-
itated to carry out knowledge and skills to the local community. Regarding the approach 
towards bamboo in Indonesia nowadays people seem to refuse bamboo on principle. This 
approach is a result of the primitive use of bamboo throughout its history as a building 
material. In order to act different on the use of bamboo there are a few problems to ad-
dress:

- The conception of bamboo as a ‘poor men’s timber’ slows the development of bamboo  
used for kampung dwellings, so bamboo should be encountered as a valuable building 
material. 
- Self built or community built housing leads to uncontrolled growth and low quality con-
struction. Solutions have to be found to maintain community building while improving 
construction quality. Besides, the use of better suitable building methods should enhance 
efficiency. 
- Indonesian climates are perfect for growing bamboo; unfortunately this is not ac-
knowledged jet. Starting to grow bamboo locally could both improve air and soil quality 
striving for a sustainable future of the kampung. So, growing, harvesting, processing and 
constructing (with) bamboo has to be intensified locally.

From these observations the following problem statement can be erected:
The use of bamboo as a constructive (building) material has to be acknowledged by both 
housing development organizations and kampung residents. Relating this to the com-
munity strength of a kampung there has to be involvement of local people in order to 
convince them about the opportunities of bamboo to improve their environments.

OBJECTIVE
The formulation of the objective is twofold:
- Shifting the Indonesia kampung’s approach of bamboo from poor man’s timber to sus-
tainable self-building material.
- Using the value of the kampung community and the strength of bamboo as a solid/rigid 
building material to strengthen each other. 

INTRODUCTION
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Thus, both community engagement and upgrading bamboo as a building material are 
involved.

Figure 2 Upgrading bamboo (own illustration)

RELEVANCE
Increasing the use of bamboo will intensify local bamboo plantation and thereby the pu-
rification of the air and filtration of the soil. New ways of using bamboo in Indonesian 
kampungs will uplift the image of bamboo as a ‘poor mans building material’ towards a 
‘sustainable self-building material’. Integrating the use of bamboo with the tendency of 
self-building might improve craftsmanship and thereby the economic and environmental 
situation of kampung residents.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Having introduced the field of this research an overall design question and a technical 
research question will be extracted. The overall design question will be relevant in finding 
the right form, technique or system. The technical research questions tries to focus on a 
specific interest within the broader field of bamboo research. Most preferably a technical 
research generates input for the design process and visa versa. The concept of research by 
design will be followed in that sense (Hauberg, 2011, p. 51).

Ideas on community engagement to enhance local craftsmanship fascinated me to put 
forth the concept of a ‘public workshop’, producing prefab element to build safer housing. 
The following OVERALL DESIGN QUESTION was than distilled:
In what way can we reinvent bamboo and use it as a structural building material to produce 
safer housing units and increase local craftsmanship?
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The technical research is concerned with the question ‘how’ bamboo could be reinvented 
in order to produce safer housing produced by local people. Besides, the environmental 
footprint and the efficiency of production processes in relation to laminated bamboo will 
be assessed. Research on these topics will be done based on the TECHNICAL RESEARCH 
QUESTION:
How to engineer a glueless laminated bamboo structure in order to change the image of 
bamboo, from the point of view of kampung residents, as a poor man’s building material? 

Another four SUB QUESTIONS will support the main question:
- What kind of bamboo structures can be relevant to improve construction properties in 
a low cost way?
- How is the image of bamboo constructed and how can we change it?
- Regarding the existing bamboo construction methods, how can they be used or recom-
bined to improve both the aesthetic and constructive value?
- Which methods of glueless ‘all-wood’ joining exist and how can they be applied to bam-
boo? 

RESEARCH METHODS
During a three-week fieldtrip in Bandung (Java, Indonesia) information will be gathered 
via questionnaires, both visual and textual. There will be a set of prepared question and 
visuals as well as spontaneous conversations obtaining valuable information. Secondly, 
literature studies will be done to embed this paper within the area of existing research on 
bamboo. At last, searching for the future of bamboo as a constructive building material in 
the kampung, experimental research or prototyping will be the most practical approach. 
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TECHNICAL RESEARCH RESULTS
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
GROWTH

The word Bamboo comes from the botanical name ‘Bambusa’, which describes a family of 
7-10 bamboo categories. The total amount of species is 1575 including the more wood-
en species and bamboo herbs. The diagram below indicates how the growth of bamboo 
species is spread around the world. Compared to the chart you can see that that these 
continents are all close to the Equator and therefore have a tropical climate. Heavy rain, a 
lot of sun and a high CO2 level make the optimal climate to grow bamboo.

Figure 3 Bamboo growth distribution (Suhaily, 
Khalil, Nadirah, & Jawaid, 2013, p. 489)

Figure 4 Bamboo growth areas (“Bamboo 
growing areas,” 2014)
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Thousands of years ago bamboo was already used in the way we can still see traditional 
huts/houses nowadays. Techniques how to join bamboo and techniques how to make 
paper from bamboo can also be dated around the same time. Next to the variety of culm 
uses bamboo has a soil protective function too. The picture illustrates how this soil regen-
eration works and that the plant uses it as nutrition. (Suhaily et al., 2013, p. 489) 

Knowing the anatomy of bamboo’s root system we will 
continue to analyse its culm anatomy (figure 6). The 
culm/stem basically exists of nodes (seen from the out-
side) or diaphragms (seen from the inside) and inter-
nodes. Nodes are solid and therefore important for the 
strength, while internodes are hollow except for a few 
species (e.g. Guadua amplexifolia). Sizes of internodes, 
both thickness and length, vary between species and 
within the culm: shorter and thicker towards the roots, 
longer and thinner towards the tip. (Schröder, 2011)

Figure 5 Bamboo soil regeneration (Phytorem, 
2012, p. 6)

Figure 6 stem anatomy (GuaduaBamboo, 2011)
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A story I was told about bamboo says: ‘some people will not plant bamboo next to their 
homes as they think ghosts in the bamboo might kidnap their children’ (by: Anzhari). Ac-
cording to other stories I was told it seems like there is multiplicity of superstition in Asia 
or at least in Indonesia. This turns out to be a potential barrier even if something is tech-
nically possible. For Indians bamboo is known as ‘wood for the poor people’, Chinese say 
‘friend of the people’ and for Vietnamese people bamboo is ‘the brother’ (Dijk, 1997, p. 1).

The fact that bamboo is a well available product has lead to a culture of seeing bamboo 
as an easy to replace material. So, for a bamboo cladding it is being used as long as it lasts 
and replaced whenever the end of life is reached. Another observation, which is part of a 
habit and comes from the general belief that bamboo is in abundance.

Comparing bamboo (a grass) to other species of ‘wood’ it gets clear once again that bam-
boo is the far most sustainable plant to grow and use as a building material. One hectare 
of 5000 plants can generate 1000 plants a year to be harvested, resulting in a net mass 
of 15 m3 including losses. A 
calculation is made that this 
is enough to build 1 wood-
en frame house, as drawn in 
the scheme (figure 7), from 
this 1ha plantation each 
year. (Flander & Rovers, 
2008, pp. 213-215)

Figure 7 Bamboo growth numbers 
(own illustration)
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It has to be taken into account that bamboo grows on its existing roots and therefore has 
no need to be replanted. All other wooden species will die after being harvested, which 
means lumps will be removed and new trees planted. The time to grow fully for bamboo 
is 3 to 5 years, oak and pine trees respectively need 60 and 40 years (figure 8). Within 
the same time oak can be harvested ones, bamboo can be harvested 12 times. Besides, 
bamboo treats the soil so well that we are left with a regenerated plot while oak and pine 
trees completely destroy the plot (Ripple, 2012). 

Harvesting bamboo can be done best in dry season, as the starch (favourite food for 
pests) level is low at that time. Labelling shoots or taking the innermost culm of a clump 
can determine the age of bamboo culms, which is useful knowing when to harvest. After 
being harvested it is important to start a treatment process as soon, though the culms can 
be stored upright for a few days to get rid of on-going transpiration. This should not last 
long as there has to be moisture within the culm for further processing. (Garland, 2003, 
pp. 7-8)

Figure 8 Growth graph (own illustration)
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PRODUCTS

Figure 9 lists an overview of bamboo biobased composite materials that can be manu-
factured nowadays. It’s interesting to see combinations of different materials in order to 
achieve better properties together. The use of all biodegradable products is highly ambi-
tious and maybe not jet economically challenging enough, though these results show a 
great potential to further develop. For example Flakeboard and MDF can be easily made 
from waste at the Plybamboo process. 

In order to better understand what strengths and weaknesses of bamboo as a building 
material are they have been listed below.

STRENGTHS:
- Compression (1/3 of tension strength)
- Tension (3 times as strong as in compression)
- Splitting easily along length
- Easy to (wood)work the material
- Ability to laminate
- Different appearances (culm use, fiber use, peeled use, laminated use, crushed use)

WEAKNESSES:
- Low bending strength if not laminated
- Weather sensitive (to be treated)
- Labour intensive to laminated at the moment.
- Splitting easily along length --> hard to make nail joints
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Figure 9 Bamboo composites (own illustration)
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STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

Figure 10 General structural properties of
bamboo (own illustration)

Figure 11 Structural properties compared (Gutu, 
2013, p. 316)
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROPERTIES

Figure 12 kg CO2 equivalent/kg product (MOSO, 
2014)

Figure 13 kg CO2 equivalent/m3 material (MOSO, 
2014)

As already mentioned shortly within the introduction, bamboo is an extremely sustain-
able material due to its capacities of fixating CO2 and filtering the soil. MOSO (2014) has 
drawn a comparison between the amount of CO2 equivalent per kilogram of their prod-
ucts and between CO2 equivalents per m3 among competing materials. Both diagrams 
present negative values, meaning bamboo to be CO2 consuming instead of producing.

Another company called Phytorem is specialized in the use of bamboo for soil purifica-
tion. They came up with a diagram (figure 14) on circularity, pointing out fast growth, 
production of dry matter (culms), conversion into biomass (energy production), water 
treatment and CO2 conversion. So, bamboo produces energy on one hand and energy is 
recovered from the bamboos on the other. (Phytorem, 2010, p. 5)
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Figure 14 Circularity bamboo 
(Phytorem, 2010, p. 5)
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DURABILITY

In relation to wooden species bamboo lacks certain chemicals responsible for better natu-
ral durability. Information on natural durability among different species of bamboo is still 
scarce. The bamboo culm differs from wooden beams by its cross section, hollow versus 
massive. In case of a fungi attack the wooden beam, rather then a bamboo culm, looses 
less strength if 2mm of the outer skin is destroyed. As we know moisture attracts fungi, 
tropical countries deal with this problem of low durability a lot. We have to note that 
these problems generally occur in culms, laminated cross sections act different. Figure 15 
illustrates three situations using untreated bamboo, which can be related to three differ-
ent service lives: 1. 1-3 years; 2. 4-6 years; 3. 10-15 years. (Janssen, 2000, p. 52) 

Figure 15 Applications related to service lifes 
(own illustration)
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TRADITIONAL VS. MODERN USE
TRADITIONAL/POOR USE

Regarding the traditional uses of bamboo it can be concluded that the image of bamboo 
as a temporary structure has been created. Which is not necessarily a bad thing, as poor 
people will be able to use it as a building material. From these current uses we can derive 
the embedded strengths of bamboo. Tension as well as compression forces can be taken, 
while shear forces can only be taken by elements spanning short distances. Though it 
seems that the recognition of bamboo as a ‘poor mans timber’ might be problematic in 
reinventing the material. 

Figure 16 traditional bamboo uses (4 examples) 
(own illustration)

MODERN USE

Modern uses of bamboo are described by Pablo van der Lugt (2007), who is a PhD, MSc 
and Eng in architectural engineering and now head of sustainability & innovation at Moso 
International BV. Figure 17 gives an overview of the most often used applications for 
bamboo in Western countries nowadays: furniture, sheets and beams, frames and doors, 
kitchenware and flooring. Van der Lugt initiated a workshop to bring designers together 
and let them get in touch with bamboo. Designs were executed and bamboo was on 
the map, open for innovation. Within the coming years it is expected that bamboo will 
become increasingly challenging against wood. (Lugt, 2007, pp. 84-88)

Figure 17 modern bamboo uses (5 examples) 
(own illustration)

Another analysis on the use of bamboo in both public and private buildings can be found 
in annex 1. Besides, the reference projects have been categorized by traditional (low-
tech) and modern use (high-tech). It can be concluded that modern uses are mostly pres-
tigious or pilot projects whereas traditional uses have more general applications. 
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THE MARKET
BUSINESS MODELS

Both the traditional and the modern model agree that loans/money is needed for a start 
up. Within the modern business model planting forests is not integrated as it focuses 
on creating knowledge resulting in skilled people that can run a workshop/factory. The 
traditional business model is searching for a direct payback in order to create interest 
for investors as well as craftsmen. Nevertheless there will be a financial payback within 
the idea of a ‘public workshop’, as housing elements will be sold. It would be interesting 
to know what is the effect of local people engagement on their recognition of bamboo. 
Meaning to address what are the crucial steps to be taken in the reinvention of bamboo 
as a valuable building material. 

Figure 18 Traditional bamboo business model 
(Garland, 2003, pp. 27-28)
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Although seeking for business opportunities is vital to achieve change we have to in-
corporate the role of communities, especially in kampung environments. Communities 
are not asking us to reinvent bamboo, on the contrary. They have a strong desire to build 
like Western countries propagating concrete and brick. So, a business model should give 
response to this tendency, maybe trying to relate bamboo to western societies as well. 
Based on questionnaires a voice of willingness can be extracted whenever they would be 
supported by means of knowledge and machines.

The proposition of a ‘public’ workshop relates to a strong community bond that can be 
further established within a communal workshop. Public means open source, so knowl-
edge will be for free. A chain of knowledge will occur soon, which requires quality man-
agement. The value of a workshop should be acknowledged in order to avoid undesired 
growth, meaning people need to know this is not a place to make money. On the other 
hand, initiatives to create lucrative business can be established by creating space and 
funding to start a home shop of factory. Regarding the diagram in figure 20 and many 
other expectations there will be growth in almost all bamboo industries. For a kampung 
to think global is unrealistic, so the focus should be local. Interventions in a kampung 
create enough challenges not to be tackled by bamboo industries solely.

knowledge

tools

skilled people

money

prefab housing 
elements

local people

material

Design concept: ‘ A Public Workshop’

Figure 19 Modern bamboo business model 
(own illustration)
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Figure 20 Two global bamboo scenarios (Oxfam-
HongKong, 2006)
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ANALYSIS

SWOT
A SWOT-analysis (figure 21) was drawn from test results and a market survey among 
participants from the Dutch bamboo-sector. Most strengths and opportunities arise from 
the sustainable image of bamboo compared to wood. Weaknesses and threats mainly 
arise from the fact that bamboo has no certificate, is prone to mould and has high starch 
content. For outdoor applications laminated bamboo seems to be distrusted by the Dutch 
market, as only bamboo composites are used outdoors. (Vos, 2010, p. 59)

ADVANTAGES VS. DISADVANTAGES

Although bamboo pretends to be the ‘wooden’ construction material of the future there 
are some disadvantages to overcome (figure 22). Preservation is a major issue, whereas 
the fact that it is shaped by nature is more of an intrinsic property. Besides, you could 
question wether the natural shape of a culm is destructive in production processes.

Figure 21 Bamboo SWOT-analysis 
(Vos, 2010, p. 59)

Figure 22 Advantages-disadvantages bamboo 
(Sharma, Dhanwantri, & Mehta, 2014, 
pp. 253-254)
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PRESERVATION METHODS
PASSIVE

SMART STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The use of overhangs, raised columns 
and having the structure inside. (Gar-
land, 2003, pp. 7-8)

Figure 23 ZERI pavilion Hannover (N/A, 2000)
ACTIVE

LEACHING 
(4-12 WEEKS STORAGE IN WATER)
A traditional process often used by in-
digenous communities and farmers. 
In Latin America countries it is usual to 
transport the bamboos by the rivers as 
there are lots of remote areas. This jour-
ney, executed on bamboo rafts, takes 3 
to 4 weeks. Within this time the bam-
boo becomes less susceptible to insects, 
however no guarantee for long-term 
protection can be given. After 4 weeks 
of immersion one can use the bamboos 
without further treatment. Immers-
ing for longer then 3 months causes 
decrease of physical and mechanical 
properties. The advice will be to chemi-
cally treat the bamboo after passing the 
leaching process. (“Bamboo as a build-
ing material,” 2002, p. 7) Figure 24 Leaching bamboo (N/A, 2012)
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SMOKING 
A preservation technique that uses bam-
boo resin to smoke the culms. The pro-
cess intents to create a distasteful skin 
in order to dislodge insects (Schröder, 
2012). Smoke will blacken the culm and 
cracking might occur. This is the reason 
some people are in doubt about the du-
rability of this method (“Bamboo as a 
building material,” 2002, p. 7).

Figure 25 Smoking bamboo (N/A, 2015)

HEATING
Culms are shortly heated up to 150°C in 
large cylindrical kilns. The bark changes 
and becomes more resistant against in-
sects. Cracking can easily occur within 
this process as well. Cooking the culms 
would be an improvement if it were easy 
to arrange such a solution practically. 
("Bamboo Preservation | Practical Ac-
tion," 2014, p. 1)

Figure 26 Oven dried bamboo (N/A, 2010)
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CHEMICAL TREATMENT
Mostly coating with borax, a sodium borate mineral, are used. The use of insectices, such 
as DDT and PCP, has to avoided as it is ecologically unacceptable. Borax can be mixed with 
lime slurries, rangoo oil or other slurries from lime or cow dung. (“Bamboo as a building 
material,” 2002, p. 7)

Figure 27 Chemical treatment (N/A, 2012a)

These methods preserve the bamboo to be protected against insects. Protection against 
fungi and mould has to be done by avoiding moisture. Therefore nor the diaphragms nor 
all segments/internodes have to be perforated. Regarding lifetime improvement, pre-
serving bamboo enlarges lifetime by a factor of 4. Untreated bamboo lasts for approx-
imately 2,5 years, treated bamboo around 10 years. (“Bamboo as a building material,” 
2002, p. 7)
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PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
The existence of a variety of bamboo products implicates another variety of production 
technologies. We will focus on techniques for lamination as they are within the scope of 
this research. The illustration of ‘plybamboo’ as shown in figure 2 suggests that several 
layers of veneer result in a plybamboo plate. Although veneer is a thinner and therefore 
different product the principle of layering is valid. Layer thicknesses of bamboo, having 
a diameter of 100-200mm, range from 10mm to 20mm depending on which part of 
the culm is taken ("Bamboo as a building material," 2002, p. 8). It has to be taken into 
account that we discuss raw material dimensions. Depending on the process this culm 
will undergo there are different material thicknesses to be obtained. Next, the processing 
techniques that exist today will be described.

SPLITTING-SQUARING-LAMINATING
This method can be seen as the ‘traditional’ method for laminating bamboo. Splitting is 
done by a set of knifes configured in a star like shape. The culm of approximately 1,5m is 
then being pressed though these knives by a pneumatic force. The longitudinal grains of 
bamboo allow the knives to easily cut resulting in almost equal slats. As seen in figure 29 
the splitting tool exists of another (central) element, which can be seen as the diaphragm 
remover. A solid metal cylinder will punch the diaphragm while the knives cut through 
the node. Nevertheless you will always see a bulge on the inner side of the node due to 
the fact that the diaphragms are punched instead of cut out. As soon as the splitter arrives 
at the node the diaphragm breaks loose from the node. In order to obtain nor a flat nor a 
radial strip post processing is inevitable.

In this case post processing is done by squaring, flattening the slat on all sides using a 
planer. This operation results in a strait slat having a rectangular cross section. The lami-
nation process then involves putting together a pile of slats in different layers using glue 
as an adhesive and a press to obtain a 
flat plate. This plate will be squared and 
sanded, as the result from the press is a 
rough plate. Although this process con-
cerns about a plate the process to make 
a beam is similar.

Figure 28 Splitting machine (N/A, 2003)
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Figure 29 Splitting-squaring method 
(own illustration)

SPLITTING-PRESSING
The splitting part of this method is equal to the previous method, so we will continue the 
description of this method from there. The crucial difference compared to ‘splitting-squar-
ing’ can be noticed in the size of the slats. Slats to be pressed are significantly bigger com-
pared to slats for squaring. These shells, if pressed, will approximately be the height of the 
beam. By pressing the shells will crack on several points to allow this forced deformation. 
Afterwards an adhesive will be applied on the different layers, which will be pressed to-
gether pneumatically. The rough beam will then be squared on the short edges by a saw 
or planer. The outcome of this process can be seen in figure 30. Compared to the squaring 
process the dimension of the cross section is similar only the appearance is different.

An observation I got from this process is the fact that a lot of stress is introduced that has 
to be taken by the adhesive. Question is whether the adhesive or the bamboo fibers will 
fail nor in time nor by loading? According to Jorissen & Voermans (Vos, 2010) the limited 
glue bond strength has no influence on the laminated bamboo. In addition Vos (2009) 
tells us that the glue bond of Guadua is stronger compared to Moso. The answer to the 
question only concerns about the strength of the glue bond, while other materials can be 
weaker then the glue bond. Though in time I might expect delamination due to varying 
humidity levels that cause expansion and shrinkage.

Figure 30 Crushed bamboo beams (N/A, 2015a)

Figure 31 Splitting-pressing method 
(own illustration)
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RADIAL STRIP LAMINATION
A method to lower labour intensity by making use of the radius within the slats obtained 
from the splitting machine. Due to a lack of knowledge on this method it’s hard to recover 
how they deal with nodes. It seems this requires another step in production, which is 
flattening or actually curving the surface at the nodes. Furthermore I can imagine both 
the inner and outer surface need to be prepared before glue can be applied. This method 
might be a theoretical efficiency improvement that turns out to be less efficient in prac-
tice.

V-GROOVING (CULM UNROLLING PROCESS)
V-grooving can be seen as the method that proves how traditional splitting can be im-
proved. The crucial difference is found in the fact that splitting will not occur. Instead of 
splitting the culm is grooved by a V-shaped saw blade, which leaves a minimum amount 
of the culm’s section uncut. This keeps the slats together and can be flapped to become 
a flat stroke. Cracking will occur, although the slats keep connected by un-cracked fibres. 
Research done by Bakar, Sahrani, & Ashaari (2010) has proved that filling the grooves 
with an adhesive and adding pressure results in a strait element. The purpose for this 
element was to be flooring or decorative use, while this technique implies many other ap-
plications. For the process to become even more sustainable and accessible for kampung 
residents the adhesive has to be taken out. 

Figure 32 Radial strip lamination (N/A, 2011)

Figure 33 V-grooving result 
(Bakar et al., 2012, p. 177)

Figure 34 V-grooving machine
(Bakar et al., 2012, p. 175)
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The V-grooving method is of specific interest, as it will later be used for prototyping. Pro-
totyping will be done in three stages departing from the raw culm. First the challenge 
will be how to transform the culm into sheets of slats. This will be done using the V-groov-
ing method, developed by Baker, Sahrani & Ashaari (2012). This method is developed to 
simplify the traditional lamination method for bamboo. The result is promising although 
there has to be experimented on layering, creating a real beam or plate. Splitting, flatten-
ing and recombining are replaced by cutting grooves while leaving the slats connected. 
This means an efficiency improvement as three steps can now be done in one. In the next 
stage there will be several sheets of slats to be combined using a mechanical bamboo 
joint without the use of glue or other additives. Arriving at the third and last stage it will 
be the goal to flatten the obtained beam. This proposed process is visualised in figure 35. 
Research of Bakar et al. (2012) even developed a table indicating the ratio between culm 
thickness, culm diameter and the grooving angle (annex 2).

Figure 35 V-grooving process (own illustration)

The ‘V-Grooving method and –machine’ have been developed to lower labour intensity of 
the ‘splitting-pressing’ and ‘splitting-squaring’ methods. The splitting-squaring method 
can be used to produce laminated bamboo for decorative use whereas the splitting-press-
ing method results in a raw product. Regarding the steps to manufacture a laminated 
sheet by splitting and squaring there are a ten steps to be taken (figure 36). Regarding 
the V-Grooving method there are only 3 steps to be taken to achieve the same result (fig-
ure 35).

Figure 36 ‘splitting-squaring’ process 
(N/A, 2012a)
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PROTOTYPING
The prototyping process started finding a method to imitate the V-grooving machine. 
Three fundamental functions of the machine were important in doing so: 1. a placehold-
er for the culm, 2. an 80° V-shaped saw blade or router bit; 3. a sliding mechanism. The 
result was a reopen able wooden mould to insert the culm, a plunge router having an 80° 
bit installed and a guiding slot for the copying ring (figure 37).

Having obtained the flattened strips, three variants for mechanical joining were pro-
posed each consisting of 3 layers. The first (top image), a vertical pin connection where 
the strips were positioned similar to a stretcher bond. Holes would then be drilled al-
ternately, the one in the middle of a segment 
and the other on the connection of two seg-
ments. Over dried pin (having a low moisture 
value) should then be inserted and expand to 
equal the moisture concentration of the en-
vironment.

The second conceptual model combines verti-
cal pins and horizontal pins that would avoid 
segments breaking apart, a concern that rose 
from the first model. Introducing a consider-
able amount of labour by proposing for this 
process a third concept should be found.

The last concept tries to combine a horizontal 
and vertical connection into one joining el-
ement/pin. Swallowtail shaped slots will be 
milled in the strips and a counter shaped pin 
is then inserted. A contractile effect, obtained 
by differing the dimension of the slots (big-
ger) from the dimension of the pin (smaller), 
provides the amount of friction sufficient for 
a rigid joint. In the end this concept for join-
ing is used for the prototype.

Figure 37 Imitated V-grooving process 
(own illustration)

Figure 38  Three mechanical joining principles 
(own illustration)
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Trying to bring theory to practice, prototyping turned out to be an efficient method. A 
combination of the existing ‘V-grooving method’ and developing a mechanical alterna-
tive for lamination was executed. Both the process and its results are shown in figure 40. 
Departing from a circular hollow cross section, following the illustrated steps, we have 
produced a solid rectangular cross section laminated without the use of an adhesive. 
Mechanical properties of this beam will be investigated by testing in laboratory circum-
stances. The ISO 13061-(1-17):2014 standard will be followed in order to equally compare 
result to wooden beams. ISO 13061-(1-17):2014 concerns ‘Physical and mechanical prop-
erties of wood’ divided in 17 parts describing the different properties. The most critical 
will be part 3: ‘Determination of ultimate strength in static bending’ (NEN, 2014). The 
test setup consists of a hinged and rolling imposition and force is applied in one point, 
situated in the exact middle of the beam (figure 39).

Figure 39  Static bending test (Christoforo, Lahr, 
Morales, Panzera, & Borges, 2012, p. 167)

Figure 40  Prototyping process (own illustration)
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DESIGN RESEARCH RESULTS
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MICRO HOUSING
Talking about ‘micro housing’ we mean housing that maximize usable space, while mini-
mizing footprint. Quantitatively 45m2 floor area is allocated to 1-2 people living in these 
units. A few synonyms are being used: ‘small house’, ‘tiny house’ and ‘micro appartment’. 
For example a definition of ‘microappartment’ is this: ‘apodment or microflat, one room, 
self-contained living space, usually purpose built, designed to accommodate a sitting 
space, sleeping space, bathroom and kitchenette (total size: 4-10 m2) These rooms are 
designed for both futons (traditional Japanese floor matrasses) and pull-down beds. 
Besides pull-down beds, you can imagine folding desks and tables, hidden appliances 
etcetera. (Christie, 2013)

Gary Chang, a Chinese architect, designed a 45m2 microappartment using sliding walls. 
Built-in furniture allowed him to arrange 24 different rooms (figure 41) by using the same 
wall elements. A kitchen, library, laundry room, dining room, bar and video-game room 
are some examples of configurations he could make. According to Chang the bed folding 
mechanism used to be a necessary thing in the past, whereas nowadays we live in larger 
houses folding mechanisms allow for transformation, flexibility and maximizing space. 
Though, the city of Hong Kong is described by Chang as a place where home innovations 
will be crucial to restore social pressure caused by shortage of space for living. His system 
allows 4 people to live fully facilitated on the one hand and having a spacious room on 
the other. Using his own apartment as a continuous experiment, Chang is dedicated to 
upscale his ideas into new multi-unit buildings. (Gardiner, 2009)

Continuing on Chang’s experiment it would be interesting to compare his ideas and de-
mands on micro housing to the demands or needs of kampung housing. Minimization of 
footprint and maximization of functionality seems to be the common ground between 
these issues. The Chinese example will be both too high-tech and too expansive, though 
the concept of space utilisation is similar. For a kampung house we expect to design for 
16m2 having primitive demands. A set of studies has been done on the optimization of 
facility integration in a 9m2 housing unit. Living, sleeping, cooking, eating and storage 
were taken as demands. A family of 2 parents and 4 children will be the residents. Figure 
42 schematizes the merge of functions, departing from a full-scale house and merging 
into a unitized/micro house. The house will be surrounded by 1 meter private outdoor 
space even if units will be stacked, which implicates the use of balconies. Vertical trans-
portation will occur via stairs departing/arriving from/at the balconies. Another require-
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Figure 41 Microappartment configurations (24x) 
(Jordana, 2010)

ment that will be added deals with the structural engineering. Elementary building will 
be crucial to follow the concept of a ‘public workshop’ that is discussed as business model 
earlier. The concept of ‘prefab housing’ is of specific interest in this. Fabricating a majority 
of elements in a local workshop will shorten construction time while improving quality. 
Within the following part of this chapter we will elaborate on this topic.

Figure 42 Function merge (own illustration)
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A definition of ‘prefab’ is given by Craven (2015): ‘prefab is used to describe any type of 
home that is made from easy to assemble building parts that were manufactured offsite’. 
Synonyms can be found in the following words: Manufactured – Modular – Factory-built 
– Factory-made – Pre-cut – Panelized – Mobile. 

According to TheFreeDictionary (2015) ‘prefabricated’ means: ‘To manufacture (a building 
or section of a building, for example) in advance, especially in standard sections that can 
be easily shipped and assembled’.

Annex 3 presents a chronological overview on the history of prefabricated housing. The 
timeline brings us back to 1833, when the ‘Balloon Frame’ was introduced as the first pos-
ture of prefab housing. The introduction of ‘cut-iron nails’ was an improvement regarding 
building efficiency, as tenon joint could be avoided. Entire wall frames, constructed from 
posts, beams and bracing, were delivered and nailed together.

Throughout the history of prefabricated housing different styles, typologies and periods 
of architectural thinking passed by, which reinterpreted the notion of prefab housing re-
peatedly. Different approaches on form, function, materialisation, scale, context, etcetera 
can be noticed. An exhibition on this history was held by MoMa (2008), the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York, combined with a challenge between five contemporary con-
cepts on ‘Fabricating the Modern Dwelling’. The exhibition, called ‘Home Delivery’, chal-
lenges these five teams to elaborate on the lessons learned from the past and respond to 
the needs for the future. Final designs were then built 1:1 on the MoMA’s West parking 
lot (annex 4). 

Due to a difference in units, meaning sizes were not fixed, it is difficult to assess all en-
tries wearing the same glasses. However, the use of different production methods and 
construction techniques can be used to carry out analysis. For example a SWOT-analysis 
might be useful to compare the projects qualitatively. Another qualitative analysis could 
be the use of surveys, collecting data from a fixed or random group of people. 

There seems to be a close relation between ‘micro housing’ and ‘prefab housing’. Micro 
housing deals with space efficiency, while prefab housing deals with construction effi-
ciency. A relation between space and construction can easily be drawn, as space is cre-

PREFAB HOUSING
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ated by construction. For most micro houses there is a need for prefabrication, as lots of 
functions merge in a tiny space. Innovative solutions for multifunctional usage require 
ingenuity mostly to be found in complex construction that could better be fabricated in a 
factory environment. On the other hand, prefab structures do not necessarily imply micro 
housing.
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CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION
The driving force for changes in a kampung should be the community. Therefore, com-
munity engagement within the process of changing bamboo from a poor men’s timber 
into a self-building material is crucial. Regarding the production of housing concepts of 
micro housing and prefab housing were discussed. Although the scale of a kampung liv-
ing is different, sliding wall systems as applied by Chang (Gardiner, 2009) in his 45m2 
apartment could improve flexibility of kampung houses too. As micro housing is about 
a merge of functions we are looking for smart customizable floorplans. Given a space of 
9m2, which is assumed to be the interior size of a kampung house, transformability will 
be the most important objective in designing.

Prefabricated housing was investigated as a response to the current way of construction: 
self-building or built by a construction team. Prefab housing addresses the need for 
safer, modular and self-built housing. Safer, as production occurs in a workshop envi-
ronment providing the right tools and safety measures. Modular, preparing elements of 
transportable sizes to be assembled on site later. And self-built, following the idea of a 
‘public-workshop’ where local people get skilled to be involved in the production process 
of their own home or other’s. Getting local people engaged providing them with tools 
and knowledge might even create local craftsmanship that they can use to better their 
economics. Figure 43 illustrates how this approach can upgrade the value of the material 
and the kampung both.

The use of bamboo as a construction material is emerging, though not widely accept-
ed yet. According to Lugt (2007) bamboo will become increasingly challenging against 
wood, talking about West-European countries. In Asian countries quite a different ten-
dency is noticed, as Western construction materials like stone, concrete and steel are 
preferred. Bamboo, the poor men’s timber, is rather avoided due to a lack of knowledge 
and principal issues related to its poor status. A valuable alternative for using bamboo 
was found by prototyping. Searching for a glueless lamination method resulted in the 
beam presented in figure 40. Although official testing should be done the current result 
is promising and will be further developed. So, an alternative low-tech lamination tech-
nique was found, which is applicable for self-building by kampung residents.

Figure 43 Upgrading bamboo (own illustration)
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ANNEXES



ANNEX 1 CATEGORIZATION BAMBOO STRUCTURES
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ANNEX 2 GROOVING TABLE (BAKAR ET AL., 2012)



ANNEX 3 ‘HISTORY OF PREFABRICATED HOUSING’ (MOMA, 2008)
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ANNEX 4 HOME DELIVERY: 
FABRICATING THE MODERN DWELLING (MOMA, 2008)


